Next-generation hard X-ray nanoprobe beamlines such as the In Situ Nanoprobe (ISN) beamline being planned at the Advanced Photon Source aim at providing very high spatial resolution while also enabling very high focused flux, to study complex materials and devices using fast, multidimensional imaging across many length scales. The ISN will use diffractive optics to focus X-rays with a bandpass of DE/E = 10 À4 into a focal spot of 20 nm or below. Reflective optics in Kirkpatrick-Baez geometry will be used to focus X-rays with a bandpass as large as DE/E = 10 À2 into a focal spot of 50 nm. Diffraction-limited focusing with reflective optics is achieved by spatial filtering and use of a very long, vertically focusing mirror. To quantify the performance of the ISN beamline, we have simulated the propagation of both partially and fully coherent wavefronts from the undulator source, through the ISN beamline and into the mirror-based focal spot. Simulations were carried out using the recently developed software ''HYBRID.''
I. INTRODUCTION
NEXT-GENERATION hard X-ray nanoprobe beamlines such as the In Situ Nanoprobe (ISN) beamline [1] being planned at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) aims at providing very high spatial resolution while also enabling very high focused flux, to study complex materials and devices using fast, multidimensional imaging across many length scales. The ISN will use diffractive optics to focus X-rays with a bandpass of DE/E = 10 À4 into a focal spot of 20 nm or below. Reflective optics will be used to focus X-rays with a bandpass as large as DE/E = 10 À2 into a focal spot of 50 nm. The combination of very high-resolution and very high-flux operation with nanoscale resolution will enable in situ and operando studies of energy materials and devices, by enabling the detection of defects, imaging their elemental and chemical composition, and study their formation and evolution under real fabrication and operating conditions. Examples of such materials and devices include photovoltaic systems, [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] fuel cells, [7] [8] [9] batteries, [10] [11] [12] and nanoelectronics. [13] [14] [15] [16] The ISN beamline is designed to achieve very high focused flux of 10 12 photons/s at a photon energy of 10 keV using nanofocusing mirrors. These systems have demonstrated 2-dimensional spot sizes of well below 100 nm, [17, 18] and are therefore suitable for high-resolution focusing. Nanofocusing mirror optics accept the full bandwidth provided by standard APS insertion devices, typically DE/D=10 À2 , and their reflectivity exceeds the diffraction efficiency of high-resolution diffractive optics by typically a factor of 10 times, yielding a factor of 100 times or more in focused flux than diffractive optics. Furthermore, nanofocusing mirrors do not require an order sorting aperture close to the sample, and therefore have excellent working distance, enabling use of in situ specimen environments. Lastly, nanofocusing mirrors are non-dispersive, and therefore enable nanospectroscopy. To achieve the smallest spot size, diffraction-limited focusing is required. The nanofocusing mirrors planned for the ISN instrument have a diffraction limit of close to 30 nm, and yield, after taking into account the source demagnification at a ''short'' APS beamline with a length of 80 m and achievable slope errors, a focal spot size of 50 nm. To achieve this spot size as well as deliver the large focused flux feasible with mirrors, the beamline optics need to preserve beam coherence and minimize scattering. Furthermore, the nanofocusing mirrors need to be fabricated with sufficiently small roughness, slope errors, and accurate figure.
To quantify the performance of the ISN beamline, derive specifications for the nanofocusing mirror system, and characterize the focal spot that can be achieved with nanofocusing mirrors, we have simulated the propagation of both partially and fully coherent wavefronts from the undulator source, through the ISN beamline and into the focal spot. Given that the highest spatial resolution is achieved for diffraction-limited focusing, it is typically necessary to deploy coherent or partially coherent wavefront propagation approaches [19] using real optical surfaces. [20] The simulations of the ISN beamline have been performed with HYBRID, [21, 22] a recently developed very fast code that combines ray tracing and additional routines based on wave propagation. These routines are invoked when an aperture clips the beam; they calculate the diffraction due to the aperture, the additional divergences due to figure error on the mirror, and convolute the new divergences with those from the ray tracing. The new divergences are then used in the next ray tracings step. HYBRID can be used for simulating cases of fully coherent, partially coherent, and incoherent sources.
II. OPTICAL CONCEPT OF THE IN SITU NANOPROBE BEAMLINE
The ISN beamline is designed to provide spatially coherent illumination for both diffractive optics such as Fresnel zone plates (FZP), and for reflective optics such as Kirckpatrick-Baez (KB) mirror systems. [23] Several considerations shape the optical concept of the ISN beamline: diffractive optics are intrinsically capable of providing very large numerical aperture and correspondingly high spatial resolution. At the same time, their diffraction efficiency for hard X-rays is limited to typically well below 20 pct, and they require a bandpass DE/E of less than 0.1 pct to minimize chromatic aberrations. Grazing incidence reflective optics, on the other hand, can accept and focus the full bandpass provided by an insertion device, typically DE/E = 1 pct, and have reflectivities of 80 to 90 pct. At the same time, they are limited in their numerical aperture by the maximum grazing incidence angle h c , and, due to their length along the beam direction, typically require a long beamline to obtain the demagnification required to achieve small focal spots. In addition, the spot size is very sensitive to slope errors, and it has only recently become possible to focus hard X-rays to below 100 nm. [17, 18] By combining both diffractive and reflective optics in one instrument, one can obtain very high focused flux into a focal spot of 50 nm, with large working distances that enable a multitude of in situ capabilities, as well as a very small spot of 20 nm at reduced flux and with limited in situ capabilities.
To achieve diffraction-limited resolution while delivering the full coherent flux into the hard X-ray spot, the acceptance A of the nanofocusing optics and the lateral coherence length K coh , of the illuminating wavefront must be matched. At the same time, the beamline optics must maintain beam coherence and thereby beam brilliance, while providing high beam stability in position and angle. The lateral coherence lengths must be adjustable to adapt to the acceptance of the zone plate. Adjustable lateral coherence length also allows partially coherent illumination of the nanofocusing optics, which will increase flux at the expense of reduced spatial resolution. Finally, the beamline must have a source-to-detector length of below 80 m to fit onto the existing APS experimental floor.
To meet the requirements listed above, the ISN beamline is designed around a spatial filter consisting of a vertically deflecting, vertically focusing mirror (VFM) positioned at 35.3 m from the undulator source, and a beam defining aperture (BDA) positioned at 42.2 m. Figure 1 shows a simplified optical scheme, with the beamline configured for use of KB mirrors as nanofocusing optics. The BDA defines a secondary X-ray source in both horizontal and vertical directions. In the horizontal direction, the beam propagates unchanged from the undulator source to the BDA. In the vertical direction, the VFM refocuses the beam on the BDA, with a demagnification of the vertical source of 5 times. This yields a beam size of 647 lm (H) 9 5.4 lm (V) on the BDA. The BDA size can be adjusted to match the lateral coherence length for the acceptance of KB optic and zone plate, or to provide partially coherent illumination.
To achieve a spot size d of 50 nm (h) 9 50 nm (v) with a nanofocusing KB system, three contributions to the focal spot size need to be considered: the diffraction-limited resolution, d dk , the demagnification of the undulator source, d l , and the focal spot broadening due to slope errors, d M . From these contributions, the total size d of the focused beam can therefore be expressed in good approximation as
The diffraction-limited resolution d dk for rectangular aperture is obtained from the numerical aperture NA and the wavelength k by d dl = 0.44 9 k/NA. NA is the half-angle of the converging wavefront downstream of the focusing optic. The demagnification-limited spot size d M is obtained from the magnification M of the secondary source as d
is the size of the BDA in the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively, and M h,v the magnification. M h,v = f h,v /a is obtained from the distance a between the secondary X-ray source and the mirror system, and f is the distance between the center of the corresponding nanofocusing mirror and the focal plane. The value of M is smaller than one for nanofocusing beamlines. Finally, the spot broadening d sl due to lope errors Dh h,v of the nanofocusing mirrors is given approximately
where Dh is the RMS slope error. Figure 2 shows the layout of the near-diffraction-limited nanofocusing KB system. Both mirrors are positioned at a grazing angle of 2.5 mrad, thus providing good reflectivity for photon energies up to 30 keV. HKB is located most closely to the sample, and thereby defines the working distance. It has a length of 60 mm, which allows it to accept a coherent beam with a lateral coherence length of K coh,h = 150 lm, and a focal length of f h =60 mm, which yields a large working distance w of close to 30 mm. This provides significant flexibility for positioning in situ environments, manipulators, leads, and other required components. The diffraction-limited resolution d h of HKB is 32.7 nm, corresponding to a numerical aperture of 1.67 mrad at photon energy of 10 keV. A lateral coherence length of 150 lm is obtained by a horizontal BDA size of 11 lm, following K coh = kL/(2d), where d is the source size, L the distance from the BDA to the nanofocusing optic, and k the X-ray wavelength. VKB is positioned upstream of HKB. To provide the same numerical aperture as HKB, VKB must be much longer than HKB, which in turn requires a much larger lateral coherence length in the vertical direction and correspondingly smaller setting of the BDA. For exploring the conceptual design, we chose a length of VKB of L v = 180 mm, and a distance from its center to the focus of f v = 180 mm. For a realistic ISN design, VKB has to be slightly shorter, to provide sufficient space to HKB. With a length of 180 mm, VKB has an acceptance of 450 lm at a grazing angle of 2.5 mrad. To coherently illuminate VKB, the BDA must be closed to a vertical size of 4.1 lm, yielding a diffraction-limited spot size of 32.7 nm in the vertical direction. The vertical BDA size of 4.1 lm is comparable to the vertical beam size of 5.4 lm at the BDA. Therefore, little coherent flux in the vertical direction is lost. At the same time, opening the BDA in the vertical direction beyond 4. 1 lm will result in only a small gain of focused flux. The horizontally focusing K-B mirror (HKB) requires a horizontal BDA size of 11 lm for coherent illumination. At the same time, the horizontal beam size at the BDA is 647 lm. Therefore, opening the BDA in the horizontal direction leads to a significant gain in focused flux, and a proportional loss of resolution. Table I summarizes the spot sizes that the nanofocusing KB system provides. For comparison with HYBRID simulations, we use BDA sizes of 10.5 lm (H) and 4 lm (V), and multiples of these numbers. Equation [1] yields a source-size-limited spot size of 39 nm 9 40.8 nm, close to the diffraction limit of 32.7 nm, and well within the 50-nm spot size targeted. Opening the BDA by a factor of 2 times in each direction to gain focused flux yields a spot size of 53.6 nm 9 58.7 nm. At closed BDA (10.5 lm 9 4 lm), we compare RMS slope errors of 50 nrad and 100 nrad, 150 nrad and 200 nrad. The focal spot size increases to 40 nm 9 48.9 nm at slope errors of 150 nrad, and exceeds a size of 50 nm in the vertical direction for slope errors of 200 nrad. Based on Eq. [1] , slope errors of less than 200 nrad in the horizontal direction and 150 nrad in the vertical direction are required to achieve a 2D focal spot size of 50 nm.
III. HYBRID SIMULATIONS OF THE ISN BEAMLINE WITH KB MIRROR OPTICS
To verify as well as fine tune our analytical estimates based on Eq. [1] , and realistically estimate the flux in the focal spot, we calculated the focal spot size and focused flux using HYBRID for idealized BDA sizes of 10.5 lm (H) 9 4 lm (V), 21 lm (H) 9 8 lm (V), 42 lm (H) 9 16 lm (V), and 84 lm (H) 9 16 lm (V). The source parameters used were: r x = 274.99 lm, r y = 10.53 lm, r At an aperture of 10.5 lm 9 4 lm, illumination is fully coherent, and the focal spot size is 39 nm 9 40 nm, limited by demagnification of the source. This result is very close to the value of 39.0 nm 9 40.8 nm obtained from Eq. [1] . The simulation result also demonstrates that the small reduction of reflectivity on the downstream side of the KB mirrors, where the grazing incidence angle is largest, does not change the pupil function to an extent that it notably affects the focal spot size. The secondary maxima are lost as the aperture is opened in both directions, the spot size increases, and the flux increases. In the horizontal direction, the flux increases with the BDA opening from 10.5 to 84 lm, consistent with the large overfilling of the BDA in the horizontal direction. Notably, the intensity increase is larger than a factor of two when the horizontal aperture size is doubled. This is due to the fact that not only the amount of light going through the horizontal aperture doubled, but the HKB mirror accepts more radiation as the diffraction-induced divergence at small slits becomes smaller, and more photons are directed toward the mirror. In the vertical direction, where the beam incident on the BDA is only 5.6 lm large, opening the BDA from 4 to 8 lm yields a 60 pct increase in focused flux. Further opening of the slit does not yield any added flux in the focus, as expected. The focus sizes and the relative intensities of the simulations seen in panels (a) and (b) are summarized in Table II. The effects of 0.5 lrad RMS slope error on the HKB and 0.25 lrad on the VKB are seen in Figures 3(c) and (d), respectively. In both cases, the slope errors create side lobes, which are washed out in the horizontal direction as the beam size increases. Figure 4 (a) shows the size and intensity of the focused beam as a function of the slope errors obtained with HYBRID when using a BDA size of 10.5 lm 9 4 lm. Since the beam profiles are not Gaussian for non-zero slope errors, the FWHM is not a good criterion for comparing the beam size. Therefore, we calculate an RMS beam size, based on a calculation range of 500 nm. The central peak has a FWHM of roughly 40 nm. We therefore define the total intensity in the central peak as the total intensity within 80 nm range, and use the sigma value of this number as representative spot size. For slope errors of zero, the sigma value such obtained corresponds to 34 nm, as seen in Figure 4 for a slope error of zero. As slope errors go up, the width of the central peak increases significantly, and the intensity in the central peak drops. For slope errors up to 130 nrad in the vertical direction, and up to 400 nrad in the horizontal direction, the intensity in the central peak stays within 80 pct of its maximum. At the same time, broadening of the focal spot size by 10 pct are apparent starting for a slope error of 90 nrad in the vertical direction, and 240 nrad in the horizontal direction. The higher sensitivity to slope errors in the vertical direction than in the horizontal is consistent with the large mirror-to-sample distance of 180 mm in the former. We conclude that the horizontally focusing mirror must have slope errors of less than 240 nrad, and that the vertically focusing mirror must have slope errors of less than 90 nrad to preserve good focusing properties. These conclusions are surprisingly similar to those obtained from Eq. [1] , which yielded limits to slope errors of HKB and VKBN of below 200 and 150 nrad, respectively. Figure 5 shows the focal spot intensity distribution in the vicinity of the focal plane without slope errors and with slope errors of 500 nrad on the HKB and 250 nrad on the VKB. In the horizontal direction, the effect of the slope errors around the focus is small, and mostly apparent in the beam shape change at a distance of 50 lm upstream and 50 lm downstream of the mirror focal plane. This is consistent with the short focal length of 60 mm of the horizontally focusing mirror. In the vertical direction, slope errors of 250 nrad are very detrimental, as Figure 4 has shown. The intensity in the central focus is reduced by 40 pct. This energy is distributed in broad areas upstream and downstream of the focal plane, leading to significant aberrations in the focal plane, including a secondary satellite focal point in the focal plane. Given that the ISN beamline is optimized for scanning microscopy, the intensity scattered outside of the diffraction-limited focal spot leads to significant reduction of the sensitivity, as well as ''ghost images'' that would make reconstructions of the object from both fluorescence and diffraction mapping harder. Thus, it is important that the vertically focusing mirror have slope errors at the level of 100 nrad and below over the full length of 180 mm of the reflecting surface. This is a particular challenge for advanced mirror fabrication technology. It is also important that this slope error is maintained over the years of the ISN beamline operation.
IV. SUMMARY
We have presented the optical design of an In Situ Nanoprobe beamline with diffraction-limited Kirkpatrick-Baez mirror system capable of focusing hard X-rays to a spot size of below 50 nm, with a working distance of close to 30 mm, for a range of photon energies between 5 and 30 keV. The concept is based on current APS source with 2.5 nm rad standard lattice. The design deploys a spatial filter with a secondary X-ray source formed by a vertically focusing mirror and a beam defining aperture, and a KB nanofocusing system that provides the same numerical aperture in the horizontal and vertical direction. The design necessitates a very long vertical nanofocusing mirror with an optical length of 180 mm.
We have simulated the focusing properties of the nanofocusing KB mirror with the simulation package HYBRID, which was developed recently. We calculated focal spot size, intensity in the central peak, and intensity distribution in the focal plane. A simple analytical approach to focal spot size was found to be consistent for the fully coherent case with the HYBRID simulation for small sizes of the secondary aperture, where the intensity profile of the secondary source scales only with the size of the secondary aperture. The dependency of central peak intensity and spot size on slope errors was simulated and shows significantly more stringent requirement on slope errors in the vertical direction compared to the horizontal direction, in line with a three times larger focal length of the vertically focusing mirror compared to the horizontally focusing mirror. Specifically, while a horizontally focusing mirror with slope errors of 240 nrad provides sufficient performance, the vertically focusing mirror must have slope errors of below 90 nrad, which poses significant challenges given its length of 180 mm. In summary, an In Situ Nanoprobe Beamline with a mirror-based focal spot size of 50 nm, a working distance of 30 mm, and zone plate optics capable of focusing hard X-rays to 20 is feasible even if the beamline is constrained to a length of 80 m on the APS floor. A significant challenge is fabrication of a KB mirror with a length of 180 mm and slope errors of 90 nrad. The large working distance enabled by KB-optics will enable a wide variety of in situ and operando environments, and provide the very high photon flux required for high-throughput studies of energy materials and device. 
